Clarification #2 with Acknowledgement

Rowan University
RFP 14-66
Chestnut Hall Building Improvements

To: All Vendors

This clarification is issued for the purpose of amending certain information in the original RFP for this project, is hereby, amended or clarified as follows:

1. **Section 09 6519 Rubber Stair Treads and Risers:**
   a. **Change Basis of Design Product to:**
      i. **Mannington Commercial; ColorScape Stair Tread**
         1. **Product Description:** Thermoset Rubber Type TS
         2. **Thickness:** 1/8 inch (3.2 mm)
         3. **Lengths:** [4’ (1219.2 mm)], [5’ (1524 mm)], [6’ (1828.8 mm)]
         VIUF length required for each stair condition.
         4. **Profile:** Square
         5. **Nose:** Square profile
         6. **Color:** Selection from manufacturer’s standard array.
   b. **Smooth concrete surfaces, removing rough areas, projections, ridges, and bumps, and filling low spots, control or construction joints, and other defects with Mannington MVP-2023 Cement-Based Underlayment as recommended by the flooring manufacturer.**
   c. **Cut stair treads to butt stringers and risers with no gaps. Fill irregularities with manufacturer’s recommended plastic filler.**

*Tread/riser combination deleted. Existing risers are through-bolted to the stringer-angles with four hex head screw fasteners and will not accommodate the risers.*

Riser treatment: Prep riser to receive primer and paint. Refer to Project Manual Section 09 9123 Interior Painting.

All other conditions of the RFP will remain in effect. This Clarification as well as all required bid documents for this notice, both statutory and as required by Rowan University Policy and Procedures, are listed on the Purchasing Department website at: http://www.rowan.edu/adminfinance/controller/purchasing/bidads.html

Please direct any and all questions bids@rowan.edu

The attached acknowledgement is to be signed and included with clarification in bid packet.

Christine Brasteter
Senior Director of Contracting and Procurement
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